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FOREWORD 
This booklet has been produced for the exhibition with the same title , 
organised in the Dublin Civic Museum 27 August - 31 O<:tober 1985 as an 
event of European Music Year, by the Folk Music Society of Ireland and 
Na Pfobairi Uilleann (Uilleann Pipers' Society). The organisers have pleasure 
in acknowledging the. financial assistance of Dublin Corporation, the 
European Music Year Committee, and Mr. Hubert Martin, intertool Ireland 
Ltd, as well as the other kinds of help given by the individuals and 
institutions mentioned at the end of the foreword. 

The subject, once decided upon,tumed out broad beyond expectations. 
Defining 'popular music' is difficult enough, but who were the people of 
Dublin two or three centuries ago? To what extent did they share culture, 
and how far did their musical, poetic and linguistic experience unite or 
separate them? Intemlingled elements certainly gave rise to new forms, 
which, it might be reasonable to say, were subsequently marked by national 
character. The century began in a period of stability, after the Williamite 
succession,with the Ascendancy in charge. It ended much less certain of the 
future. 

What happened in between 10 'popular music' was too diverse to be 
covered thoroughly in this short presentation. Each writer follows his own 
understanding of his subject, and all leave the reader opportunity to assess 
the documentary material which is so fascinat ing a resource of the epoch. 
Some aspects ·, in particular the harp and other instrumentsnotspecificaUy 
dealt with, instrument making, ballad opera and other forms of theatre -
deserved more attention . The bustling activity of Dublin musical life has, 
we hope, been evoked, along with the special position ofa city which had 
access, through English, to European and, through Irish, to Gaelic cultural 
life. Amid a plethora of aphorisms the Dublin Spy of 19,23 January 1768 
included this one: 
eom~~~!j,heo~l~. Nothing, the Piper. and the Bells of Dublin. the only Music of the 

What did it mean? That bells and pipes could be heard outdoors gratis? 
Whether money changed hands or not, all varieties of popular music are at 
least envisaged here. Afterall,commcrce had not ye t become a yoke 

We are grateful to a number of institut ions and individuals for the loan 
of items or permission and facilities for photography: the National Library. 
the Royal Irish Academy, the Public Library, Pearse St , Dublin (Gilbert 
Collection), Trinity College, Dublin. the National Museum (musical 
instruments), the National Gallery, Leslie Shepardand Breandan Breathnach. 
We thank especially the Director and staff of the Civic Museum for the ir 
assistance in mounting the exhibition, as well as the singers and music ians 
who have undertaken to enliven lunch hours 

Hugh Shields 



111 EIGHTEENTH·CENTUR Y TUNES TODA Y 
Music is, perhaps, the medium that most easily permits us to re· 
ereate a page in social history . This is particularly so in the case of 
folk music where even over long periods of time change is almost 
imperceptible. The traditional musician in Ireland with his repertory 
of j igs, reels and hornpipes is, wittingly or unwittingly, involved 
with music of which a great part has come down to him from the 
eighteenth century. Moreover, if he is a piper and uses a narrow· 
bore chanter he is producing a sound that would not be unfamiliar 
to an audience of that age. 

Two tunes, the 'Irish Washerwoman' and IMiss McLeod's reel', 
are known to everybody who as a child was sent off, for one 
reason or another. to learn Irish dancing. The strains will be 
familiar although they may be distinguished merely as 'the jig' and 
'the red'. The ' Irish Washerwoman' in the form we now have 
appeared around 1785. It was published by Henry Mountain at 
20 Whitefriar St under the ti tle 'The Wash Woman, a favourite 
New Country Dance'. Thereafter rarely a year passed without its 
being included in the annual collections, usually as 'The Irish 
Washerwoman'. It seems to be a fabrication rather than a corn· 
position . Chappell traces back the tune in his Popular music o/the 
olden time to the beginning of the seventeenth century. The end· 
ing of the second part is shared with, among other tunes, 
'Bartholomew Fair' and the ' Free Masons' which the Neals 
included in their collection of country dances published in 1726 
(see11 6 ). 

The 'Irish Washerwoman' proved popular for the stage Irish 
song. The first lines of 'Corporal Casey' 

Wh~n I was at hom~ I was m~rry and frisky; 
My d ad kept a jug and my mother sold whisky 

will illustrate this type of lyric. Besides being flogged to death in 
dancing class and at feis, the 'Irish Washerwoman' suffered the 
final indignity of having to bear the words of 'Paddy McGinty's 
goat', a comic song of the First World War period . 

'Miss McLeod's reel', as well as being embellished - as were all 
Scots reels on arrival here - was subjected to two other changes. 
First published in Scotland around 1780 under the title 'Mrs 
McLeod of Raasay's reel', it appeared with the high part as the 
first strain. Here the red is always known as 'Miss McLeod's' and 
the older order is adopted of playing the higher strain as the turn 
or second part. The parts are so played in 'The Camp bells are 
coming', this melody in jig time, which under that title was first 
published around the middle of the century and under 'Hob or 
Nob' appeared some decades earlier in a London collection. It 



is, of course, the air to which 'An Seanduine doite' is sung and it 
would be hard now to decide which country did in fact possess the 
original melody. 

'Coppers and Brass', a great favourite nowadays among pipers, 
is fou nd in print as far back as 1736 when it was included under 
the title 'Larry Grogan' by J ohn Walsh of London in one of his 
dance collections. The t itle evidently refers to the famed piper of 
that name whose memory is so nostalgically evoked by J ohn 
Bunde in the fo llowing extract fro m his Life l : 

The Conniving·house, (as the gen tlemen of Trinity called it in my time, 
and long after) was a little publichouse, kept by J ohn Macklean, about a 
quarter of a mile beyond RingH:nd, on the top of the beach, w ithin a few 
yards of the sea. Here we used to have the rinest fbh at all time.;and in the 
season, green peas and all the most excellent vegetables. T he ale here was 
always extra-ordinary, and everything the ben; which with its de lightful 
situation rendered it a delightfu l pLace of a summer's evening. Many a del ight· 
ful evening have I passed in this pretty thatched house wi th the fa moul I...arry 
Grogan, who played on the bagpipes extreme welL ;dearJ ack Lanin , matchless 
on the fiddle, and the most agreeable o f companions .. 

The setting of !his j ig now in favou r with pipers may be fou nd 
in Ceol rince na hEjrea,m I no 4. 

'Caillcach an Tuirne' is another present·day favourite but under 
the mistranslated title 'The Maid of theSpinning·Wheel '. It enjoyed 
two names in the eighteenth centu ry, the 'Wild Irishman' -
appearing thus in Rutherford 's Compleat collection of 200 
country dances published in London in 1 756 - and 'Notan Kista' 
(Nora an Chiste) , translated by Bunting as 'Norah wi th the purse'. 
Canon Goodm an in the last century notated it as 'Maire an 
Phortair' (Mary of the porter). In O'Neill 's Music of Ireland (1903) 
it appeared as 'Kiss me darling', in his Dance music of lrelo.nd 
(1907) as 'The Roa~ to Lurgan'. The current version may be fou nd 
in Ceol n'nce na hEireann I no 1 under its Irish title, wh'ich derives 
from Brother Gildas, an excellent piper fro m Kerry. 

'Paddy O'Carroll ' is another dance tune in current tradi tion 
which is frequently met with in the older coll ections after its initial 
appearance in 1770. It was a favourite among song-writers. 
'Ballinafad', a favourite comic song written to this j ig, starts off 
with a flourish : 

In Ireland fO frisky with Iwect girls and whiskey 
We m anage to keep care and sorrow aloof . 

'Bad luck to this country', 'The Exile's Lament' and 'The Origin 
of Ireland' are the ti tles of other lyrics written to its strains. 

'Moll i' the Wad', which appeared towards the end of the 
century, likewise achieved great popularity as a dance tune and 
song air. In Dublin years ago a person attempting not too success-
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fully to play some tune might have his efforts dismissed contempt
uously with a reference to 'the tune the oul' cow died on'. In 
Kerry the reference is specific: 'Moll i' the Wad, an dun do 
mharaigh an tseanbh6' (the tune that killed the old cow). 

'Morgan Rattler' is another run·of-the mill dance tune which 
attracted song-writers. 'The Land of Potatoes', commencing '0 
had I in the clear but five hundred a year', was the best of their 
efforts. It appears in J ackson's Celebrated Irish tunes (see 11 6) 
under an Irish title phonetically rendered 'Bouner Bougher' which 
can be safely interpreted as 'Bonn ar bothar' (a piece of money on 
the road). 

'Money in both Pockets' and 'Paddy Whack' also date from 
around this time. Some distinction must be conceded to the latter 
tune since it came under Tom Moore's notice. To it he wrote 
'While history's muse'. 

Listening to these and to hundreds of other tunes still in the 
living tradition, onc is hearing music that was current in the 
eighteenth century. If they are being played on a Oat set of pipes 
o nc is hearing them rendered with an authentic sound. At that 
moment onc need do no more than close onc's eyes in order to 
capture and enjoy an historical experience. 

Breandim Breathnach 



2. GEORGIAN LOLLIPOPS 
OR 

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF CLASSICA L MUSIC 

It is difficult to find a suitable title which expresses the 
intention of this essay, for, without the constant reminder that 
social attitudes to music were very different in eighteenth-century 
Dublin from what we now take for granted, serious misunder
standings can arise. We are apt to forget, for instance, that the 
idealism and almost religious seriousness of the concert and opera 
audiences of today dates back not much more than one hundred 
years, when Wagner insisted that the house-lights be lowered and 
the doors closed at the beginning of an opera, and that cardplaying 
and gossip were out of place in a temple dedicated to the arts. 
Hence it is easy to misjudge the audiences of the eighteenth 
century, who may appear to us to have spent many dreary hours 
of the concert seasons attending oratorio performances with long 
serious faces. Certain experiences such as 'Mr. HandcJ's Grand 
Entertainment call'd The Messiah' were indeed thought of as 
inspiring and ennobling - especiaUy since Dublin society in those 
days undoubtedly felt a glow of righteousness when supporting 
'a grand and noble charity' - but they mostly regarded music 
at best as an elegan t entertain ment, or simply as an entertaining 
alternative to the restricted range of activities with which one 
could while away the long dark evenings without our present
day panaceas. 

Another area of misunderstanding can arise through a failure to 
appreciate some other aspects of Dublin eigh teenth-century 
society. To begin with, Dublin was a colonial capital in which the 
marked division between the wealthy governing class and the 
common people was detennined largely by affiliations of religion, 
politics and language. Admission to a concert was, with the 
exception of out-of-door entertainments, very seldom less than a 
' British Crown'. The theatre. which was rapidly losing its close 
affiliation with court functions and becoming a venue for a more 
general public in search of relaxed entertainment, was less 
restricted; but even at the cheapest price of a lilde over a sh illing, 
it was still a form of en tertainment unavailable to the mass of the 
community when one takes into account the relative value and 
very uneven distribution of money. 

If wc bear th ese factors in mind in an attempt to determ ine 
what constituted ·popular' music in Georgian Dublin we are 
still not in a position to make an accurate and documented assess
men t, since the governing class had the monopoly of the press and, 



indeed, very largely of literacy. Therefore, although wc can form a 
fairly accurate and detailed description of the musical taste of the 
gentry, we have to rely very much on inference concerning that of 
the common people and the songs they enjoyed in the taverns and 
the sereets. It is more fruitful to investigate the kind of musical 
items that 'packed the house' in the concerts which arc well 
documented, knowing full well that our evidence is biassed. 

Dublin society in the eighteenth century was solidly Tory 
and royalist. By far the most popular composer was Handel; and 
in addition to the well-known occasion of the first performance of 
his Messiah in 1742 and the numerous other oratorios of his which 
were regularly performed, at least ninety per cent of the vocal 
items in concerts around the middle of the century consisted of 
arias from his oratorios. Buononcini, the composer·laureat to the 
rival political camp, was hardly'performed at all. The extraordinary 
popularity of the March from Handel's Judas Maccabe!J.s, which 
was so frequently used as a rousing final item 'The Duke's March for 
Side·Drum' in countless concerts after J 748, was not entirely due 
to the excellence of the music. The advertisement for the occasion 
of its first introduction in Dublin stated that tlle concert would 
conclude 'with the March in Judas Maccabeus, composed by Mr. 
Handel for H.R.H. the Duke of Cumberland's regiment, for a 
Side-Drum, French Horns &c.'/ indicating that loyalist fervour 
was an additional attraction. Conservative royalist feeling clearly 
contributed to the popularity of many such items. With an 
extraordinary lack of imagination, the programme of the annual 
benefit for Mercer's Hospital, consisting of 'Mr. Handel's Grand 
Te Oeum and Jubilate and Coronation Anthems' remained vir
LUally unchanged for decades after the first benefit in 1736; and 
events such as 'the suppression of the rebellion' at the battle of 
Culloden in April 1746 gave rise to a rash of popular musical 
expression of appropriate enthusiasm, in the form of such pieces 
- in addition to 'The Duke's March ' - as Arne's 'Rule 
Britannia' and the final chorus from Handd's Zadok the Priest 
with the words 'God save the King'_ Were a copy of 'The 
Frenchman and the Fishwoman' to be found, the words would no 
doubt confirm that its success as sung by 'the facetious Tom 
Echlin' at Marlborough Bowling Green at the heigh t of the French 
war in July 1759 was inspired by similar motives. 3 

Politics in!1uenced the popularity of musical items in other 
ways too. Dublin society, encouraged by Dean Swift, relished 
political satire. Perhaps the most popular single item throughout 
the eighteenth century was The Beggar's opera, which enjoyed no 



less than forty perfonnances in Dublin in 1728 when it was first 
introduced within six weeks of the first production in London.· 
The satire in Jack the Gumt Queller was however rather too 
dose to the bone, and it was suppressed after the first production in 
March 1749, though printed copies of the songs from it apparently 
sold very well, and it enjoyed a successful revival in 1757.$ 
Ballad operas such as these may have owed a great deal to satirical 
humour, and to the fact that their topical stories were presented 
in English rather than Italian ; but their chief attraction was un
doubtedly the appeal o f the songs, th i tunes of which were drawn 
from deservedly popu lar sources. A comprehensive study of 
these songs and their sources is one which has yet to be thorough
ly researched; but it is known that many of them were of Irish 
o rigin. This suggests a fascinating question. In the context of a 
colonial, royalist society which tended to reOect the taste of 
London, to what extent was there a native element in ,)uhlin 
music, and, if there was, was it related to the box-office? The 
obvious popularity of certain Irish tunes which occu r again and 
again as specifically requested items in concerts of 'vocal and 
instrumental music', the use by such composers as Shield and 
Giordani of Irish tunes in thcir comic operas, and the custom 
at the end of the century of using popular airs as thematic material 
fo r keyboard rOl1dos, seems at first to contradict the picture of a 
colonial establishment. The key to the answer to th is question lies 
in an often misunderstood attitude of this society. Not unlike the 
Ulster Unionists today, the residen t Dublin community were solid
ly loyal to the crown, but definitely did not consider themselves 
English; and a sense of provincial patriotism increases throughout 
the cenrury. At th e same time they held a view consistent with 
colonialism which is resented in present-day Europe (though it 
is common amongst governors, advisers and missionaries in the 
'third world') that p resumed superiority over the ;natives'. There 
was a certain patronising attitude in the adoption of elements" of 
the music of the native Gaelic community which reminds me of 
the practice in sixteenth century h alian courts of cultivating 
suitably polished rude local songs in the form of the Villa7!clla 
('My dear, isn't it delightfully crude and naughty?') One is also 
reminded of th e more recent fash ionable craze in Dublin of 
engaging a well-known pair of street musicians as the surprise 
attraction at a social party. Was there a hint of this patron ising 
attitude when Carolan is taken up by the gentry, and Or Dclany 
uses h is inOuenee in promoting the publication of a volume of 
Carolan's melodies shortly after his death? l\'irs Delany, his wife, 



A ru"efrom (he el/rUelf pri,,(ed edi(io'l ofOfro/':,.,·,music. c.I746. 

secreted an Irish harper in the shrubbery of her garden in 
Drumcondra to entertain her guests at at fresco afternoon tea .• 
Bu t when it came to matters outside the common bond of music, 
such native musicians seem to have been regarded with rather 
less concern . 'john Smith, the Ballad Singer was run through by 
a sword from a Gentleman' reports Faulkner's Dublin journal 
011 6 October 1744; and 'Thursday evening the two Dolans, 
Fiddlers, attempted to ravish a Gentlewoman' appears in the same 
j ournal in May 1753. 



Some Irish melodies undoubtedly won their way to popu lari ty 
on purely musical appeal. The outstanding example is 'EUen·a· 
Roon' (cf. 4). Just as visiting celebrity singers often introduce 
an Irish air in the last group of t heir recital programmes in Dublin 
today, it was obligatory for all London stars to learn this song 
before setting foot on a platform here from about 1740 onwards. 
Matthew Dubourg, MaSler of the State Music in Ireland, published 
a set o f variations foi harpsichord based on this tune in 1746. ' 
and it was constantly appearing as an item sung by every singer 
and played on every kind of instrument throughout the century. 
It was played ('with all its graces') by the ingenious r-,'Ir Pockridge 
on the musical glasses, and made into a concerto along with 'The 
Kett le·Bender' for the viola d'amore .8 An advertisement for an 
Assembly at the Fishamble·streel concert Hall on 15 April 1758 
sums up many of the observations that have been made: 

After the Minuets are over, a Lady, who plays the IRISH HARP for her 
own amusement, will play the Duke of Cumberland's March and King Charles 
the Twelfth'I, and Elm·a·Roon, wi th all its Graces, and will sing the same 
after, before the 8allbegins.9 

Other songs which frequently appeared as popular numbers 
include many that can be traced to th e ballad operas of the 
timc, and some with phonetic til les, such as 'Oroo Drimindoo',lo 
'Sheela-na-Gira'll and 'Sheen Shees Agu Surfeiam' (cL 4). 

Wc know a considerable amount about what was played at 
public concerts from advertisements in the newspapers, but for 
a gu ide to the kind of music·making enjoyed by amateurs in the 
privacy of their homes we must rcly, apart from a few descriptions 
in memoirs and letters, on a srudy of the music trade. This was the 
age of the gentleman amateur, and by far the most popular 
activi ty in the musical fie ld was an abili ty to play the new German 
(or transverse) flute , which was rapidly replacing the recorder. In 
1748, George Brown of Crane Lane was advertising that he has : 

by his Skill and Industry, brought that Instrument cal l'd the German 
Flute to that Degree of Perfection, that the mOlt Knowing in that Art can 
find no Defect in them, and by a new Machine of his own Invention. 
Gentlemen may with the greatest hcility sound all the Note, of the ,aid 
Instrument , from the highe$1 to the lowest. He also makes CKceUent Gennan 
Cane Flutes, for the Accommodatio n of those Gentlemen thal wou'd 
recreatelhemselvelabroad ... 12 

Around the middle of the centu ry there were about ten Dublin 
instrument makers , concentraling on lhe violin family, guitars, 
flutes, harpsichords and organs; and a similar number of music 
publishers. The advertisements of the latter indicate the great 
populari ty of songs from the fashionable ballad operas, a limited 
number of Irish tunes including those of Carolan, dance mllSic 



such as 'select Minuets from the Castle Balls', () and the standard 
repertoire of the 'classical' music of the time by mainly Italian 
baroque masters such as Corelli and Vivaldi. T he large number 
of publications which are specially arranged for the German flute 
attest to the great popularity of that instrument. One such 
advertisement in the Dublin Journal of 11-14 J une 1748 gives a 
clear indication of the enthusiasm for amateur music-making: 

Denis ConnoT, in Uttle Christ·ctlUr<:h Yard, Dublin, seDsJewdand Silver 
Work in the newest Taste, Variety in Gil t BUllons, best steel Spurs, Canes, 
Whips, Velve t Caps with Leather Skulls, Roman Fiddle Strings, Harpsichord 
Wire, with all kinds of T oys, makes Gennan Flutes, Hautboys and Concert 
Flutes in the most exact Manner, and has lately imported Fiddles of aD 
Prices, and other imtruments, toge ther with printed Musick fitted for aD 
Capacities, having corresponded in London will continue to sell Monthly 
Masques as they COme out. N.B. Said Cannor has agreed with Mr. Carolan 
son of the celebrated Mr, Terena: Carolan, in publishing the Compositions 
of his said father, and there is now finished a Book containing 61 Pieces 
of Musick which is to be sold only by the said Connor and Carolan, and 
subscriptions for other Books of &aid Composition to be taken in by &aid 
Connor and Carolan, and by Michael Hanbury, Engraver, at the Bear in 
George's Lane . (cf.' 4 ). 

The business of attracting an audience to musical events was 
just as competitive in the eighteenth century as in subsequent 
times. In addition to the inducements of supponing a wonhy 
charity, or being present at a social occasion from which no 
person of quality would care to be absent, a frequent feature of 
the advertisements for musical events is the stressing of novelty, 
or the inclusion of some feature of extra-musical appeal most 
aptly described as a 'gimmick'. Apart from such instances as have 
been described, one often meets the phrase 'to be performed 
for the first time in this Kingdom', and in virtually every season 
some astute showman, in his efforts to sUJVive in the highly 
competitive world of entertainment, offers some new gimmick 
to attract an audience, 

Reference has been made to Mr Pockridge (or Poekrich) who 
invented the musical glasses, which he introduced as a novelty 
at the Smock Alley Theatre on 3 May 1743. The greater part of 
the advertisement for this occasion is worth quoting as an example 
of the kind of attractions which this ingenious gentleman 
considered suitable bait for a popular audience : 

For the Benefit of the Inventor", will be a musical Perfonnance upon 
Glasses with other Instruments accompanied with Voices ... This being the 
first Time that Glasses were ever introduced in Concert, it is hoped, that 
Curiosity will induce the Town, to sce what has so much surprised all those 
who have heard them, even at the greatest Disadvantage . .. All Gentlemen, 
that love a cheerful Glass, will undoubtedly be zealous in the Affair ... The 
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following Piece. o f Musick will be performed that Night, viz, one of Vivaldi's 
Seasons call'd the Spring, lbe Early lIom, to be sung by Mr. Baildon, Hark 
ye lit tle Warbling Choirs, by Mrs. Storer. E]]jn·a·Roon, J ack Tallen, and the 
Black Joke, with additional variations, some of which cannot be executed on 
any instrument but the Glasses. The principal Parts in all the above Musick 
will be played on the Glassei.14 

Not content with the novelty 
of the musical glasses alone, 
Pockridge introduced Mr Short 
who played the Lute-Harp, and 
'a young Miss. being the first 
time of her Performance in 
Publick' at Mr Hunt's Great 
Room in Stafford-street on 
26 April 1744. IS As an extra 
inducement he offered at his 
'Belle Assembly' a ball, and 
'convenient drawing-rooms for 
tea, coffee and cards.' 

Brjan Boydell 

'OtIzy 0011" the i .. urumtnt p(Yle" whou 
rul .. amt waJ George Hemlrlck 

11 
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11 3. THE IRSH BAGPIPES 
The union or uilleann pipes, the modern representative in Ireland 
of the bagpipe family, developed from the older type of bagpipe 
some time early in the eighteenth century. When they developed 
cannot be pinpointed precisely; the references in print to pipes 
and pip ing in the first half of that century are not specific enough 
to permit our determining whether the older type or the new form 
was in question. A news item in Faulkner's Dublin Journal of 2 
October 1753 highlights the difficulty: 

Saturday night Maurice Murphy, a poor blind creature that plays the 
Pipes for the contributions at public houses, was forcibly dragged into an 
Alehouse in Ormond Quay by a parcel of people who compelled him to pay 
the reckoning of nineteen pence halfpenny, and afterward deprived him of 
his meanf of getting his bread hy robbing him of his PipCf. 

Nor is it possible to say when they acquired the name of union 
pipes. the historically correct name. It was certainly in use before 
the last decade of the century, when the first attested references 
occur. 

The uilleann pipes, as we now call 
them, are easily distinguished from the 
older type (known in Ireland as 'the 
warpipes' and in Scotland as 'the great 
highland pipe'): 
1) the bag is inflated with 
a bellows ; in the older type 
it is mouth blown; 
2) the chanter has a range 
of two octaves as compared 
with a range of nine notes 
on the older pipes; 
3) the regulators or closed 
chanters are an additional 
feature unique to the 
uilleann pipes. 

A set ofuillctltm pipe,. c.J790 

The instrument 
The present-day full set of these pipes comprises a bag, bellows 
and chanter, three drones and three regulators. The most highly 
regarded bag is made from a double bazan (popularly bazil) skin 
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glued together, but this leather has now become so expensive that 
various plastic and rubber substitutes are being pressed into selVice. 
Fonnerly bazan was also used for the sides and nozzle of the 
bellows and for the valve in the bag and in the bellows but heavy 
rubber hosing is now being used for the nozzle, an effective if 
rather ugly substitute for bazan. The cheeks or c1appers of the 
bellows were formerly made of mahogany but because of its cost 
beech and elm are now replacing it. Any close-grained wood selVes 
for the timber components. African black wood is first choice, 
followed by ebony, then box. rosewood and greenheart. Mahogany 
is favoured for the common stock into which the droncs and 
regulators arc fitted. Keys and ferrules are made from brass. 
Stocks and chanter ends are fitted with brass mounts forprotcction. 
and drone and regulator ends were mounted in ivory for support 
as \\-'CII as for ornamentation. now superseded by the cheaper 
plastic which has become available in recent years. (The use of 
ivory is now prohibited since the elephant was declared an 
endangered species.) 

The chanter or musical pipe has a conical bore and is fitted with 
a double recd. It has seven fingerholes on its face and one 
thumbhole at the back. The upper hand, usually the left, covers 
the thumb note and the first three fingerholes, the lower hand 
covers the remaining four. Chanters are not made to a standard 
size. They are made in various lengths and are so described among 
practitioners. for ::xample, a 141h, 15Jh, 16 or 17Jh" chanter of 
which the pitch would be concert, a half tone, a tone or two and 
a half tones respectively below concert pitch. 

Sets below concert pitch are known as flat sets and up to the 
closing decades of the last century were almost universally in use. 
When transported to the American sccne these sets were found 
deficient in volume in the large concert halls and other places o f 
cntertainment. The Taylor brothers, pipemakers in Philadelphia. 
solved this problcm by making concert pitch sets with a wide bore. 
Their example was followed in Ireland and sets of the kind became 
the norm. In recent years the trend seems to have changed; 'C' or 
16" and '8 Oat' or 17Y2" chanters now enjoy a certain vogue. 
Irrespective of the pitch of the chanter the bottom or fundamental 
note is called 'D'. 

The drones, three in number, sound unchanging tones during 
the course of the melody. The tenor or small drone sounds in 
unison with the bottom notc of the chanter; the baritone or 
middle drone sounds an octave below that and the bass or big 
drone a further octave lower. The two smaller drones are made 
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in two pieces : the bottom piece, into which the gwills or si~gle
tongued reeds are bedded, is fitted into the stock; ~he top pIeces 
fit over these pieces, and arc moved up and down In the process 
of tuning. The bass drone is made in three pieces, t~e bott~m 
which holds the gwills, the middle wh ich is looped on Itself wIth 
brass V-bends, and the top or tuning piece. This drone is made in 
this fashion in order to avoid its striking the floor when the piper 
sits' down to play. Formerly it was the custom among pipers to 
turn their drones off while rendering slow airs. Some modern 
pipers do so as a form of variation while playing dance music. 

The regulators, of which the modem full set possesses three, 
are in effect closed chanters. The term regulator was evidently 
borrowed from engineering where it denoted a device used to 
regulate the passage of air. The two small regulators, the tenor 
and baritone, are fitted directly into the common stock alongside 
the drones. The bass regulator is attached to the side of the stock 
by means of the bass bar through which the air from the bag is 
supplied to it . The ends of the regulators are stopped by caps of 
ivory or other material through which the tuning pin, a small piece 
of brass wire, passes into the bore. Rushes, stripped to expose the 
pith, arc tied to the pin and by moving these in and out and by 
adjusting their length, some refinement of tuning can be achieved. 
Some sets possessed a fourth and even more regulators but these 
were intended for use in church as a substitute for the more 
expensive organ and only the regulators were intended to be 
played . 

It seems that the first regulator was added to the pipes around 
1790. Edward Ledwich, in his Antiquities of Ireland published in 
that year, informs us that: -

the instrument under the hands of a master, is rendered worthy of being 
esteemed a musical instrument. Especially in those instruments in which a 
second Chanter is inserted, denominated a regulator . .. but this lan improve
ment is not at present universal, few being acquainted with it. 

It is evident from the tutor for the pipes which O'FarreU, a 
noted stage performer, affixed to his Collection of national Irish 
music for the union pipes (London c. 1804) that the regulator 
in question was the tenor o r small onc which, being onc of the 
principal accompaniments to the chanter, is used by most per
forme rs on this instrument and when managed with judgement 
produces a very pleasing harmony. 

A tutor published by S.T. Colclough, a celebrated gentleman 
piper, around the 1830s includes a table of chords playable on the 
three regulators. Surprisingly enough, credit for adding the middle 
and bass regulator to the set is given to a blind piper, William 
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Talbot, born 1781. I-le extended. we arc told. the range of the 
instrument to G in the bass, and increased its power of fo rming 
and combining harmonious sounds by various additional keys. 

Playillg 
The pipes are played in a sitting posture. The player straps the 
bellows to his waist and passes the short strap on the upper board 
over his ann. An even input of air by the bellows is essential. 
otherwise the drones will emit a wavering sound. Except when the 
bottom 0 is being sounded the chanter nonnally rests on the knee. 
on the right onc if the player is righ t-handed . The chanter is laid 
on a strip of leather, the popp ing strap. tied above th e knee. This 
enables the chanter to be rendered airtight. a condition which is 
necessary when one passes from the lower to the upper octave. 
Some chanters are fitted with valves for this purpose but many 
pipers, particularly those favouring non-Iegato sty le of piping, 
prefer the popping strap to the valve. 

When the chanter has been made airtight on the knee. a very 
slight pressure from the elbow on the bag will make it sound in 
the second octave. The regulators lie across the thigh of the player 
in such a way that the keys can be depressed by the underneath 
edge of the lower hand while it is engaged on the chan ter. The 
arrangement of the keys in rows permits a simp le accompaniment 
to be achieved in this fashion. During the playing of slow airs 
when the lower hand is free on th e chanter. individual keys can 
be manipulated. thus permitting an internlittent elaboration of the 
accompaniment. Many pipers seem to use the regulators merely 
to obtain a rhythmical accompaniment to their dance music; very 
many ignore them altogether. 

There are twO styles of playing in vogue among pipers: one 
called loose or open fingering, the other tight or elosed fingering. 
Fo rmerly these different styles were regional. Thus the open 
fingering was found in Leinster and eastern parts o f r-,Iunster. 
whilst tight playing was favoured in Connacht and some other 
districts along the westcrn seaboard. The basic differences in the 
two styles resu lt from differences in methods of fingering the 
chanter. In open playing, only those finge rs necessary to sou nd th e 
note correctly arc left on the chanter; in tight playing. the only 
fingers taken off the chanter arc those which must be taken off if 
the note is to sou nd correctly . 

With the first type of fingering, onc note runs into the next. 
producing an overall Iegato effect. Close fi ngering produces music 
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wh ich is best described as non-legato; there is an instant of silence 
between notes, since all the holes on the chanter are closed and 
the bottom stopped on the popping strap. Close fingering is the 

. more difficult method of fingering, but it is essential for crisp arti
culate piping. Regional distinctions are now lost, and players 
usually follow the style of the piper who most impressed them 
when they were learning to play. 

The name 
Although now universally known as uilleann pipes from Irish 
uille. (an elbow) the historically correct name of the instruments is 
union pipes. The name union pipes did not immortalize the 
legislative Union of Great Britain and Ireland in 1801, as suggested 
by Galpin, or represent a corruption of the Irish uilleann as asserted 
by Grattan Flood. The traditional explanation among the older 
pipers was that the name signified the union of the tenor regulator 
with the chanter, with which it was in unison. This, as wc have 
seen, occurred some time shortly before 1790, and the name is 
found in verse pre-dating the Act of Union which extols one 
Fitzpatrick at the Harp in fair Cork town. 

For he can play the Union Pipes and nobly squeeze his bags. 
The term uilleann was first applied to these pipes by Grattan 

Flood in 1903 without the least authority for his dictum, and he 
then proceeded to equate it with the 'woollen' pipes of Shakes· 
peare, thus providing for the instrument a spurious origin in the 
sixteenth century. 

Players in the eighteenth century 
The immense popularity of dancing among the rural community is 
a commonplace of all travellers' accounts of Ireland in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. So great was the demand for 
music that piping provided an honourable living for those who 
through blindness or other physical incapacity were prevented 
from earning a living working on the land or at some other rural 
occupation. But members of the landed gentry, the church and the 
professions were also infatuated with the instrument. Piper 
J ackson (sce 11 6), 'a fine gentleman, of great landed property' in 
co. Limerick was a 'complete musician' on the pipes and com
posed many tunes, some of which are still played traditionally. 
McDonnell, the famous Irish piper also of the late eighteenth 
century, lived, wc arc told, in great style with two houses, servants 
and hunters. His pipes were small and of ivory tipped with silver 
and gold. 
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Revival 
The first half of the last century was the heyday of piping in 
Ireland. Thereafter the older danees were giving way to the newly 
introduced quadrilles, lancers and the like, and the pipes began to 
be ousted by the melodeon and the concertina. The pipers, many 
of them old and blind, were driven to seek refuge in the poorhouse 
and it looked as if the Irish pipes must inevitably follow the Irish 
harp into oblivion. Fortunately when the national revival , initiated 
by the Gaelic League, got under way towards the end of the last 
century, all aspecLS of the native culture began once more to be 
cultivated. Pipers' dubs were formed in Cork (1898) and in Dublin 
(1900); competitions were organised and the old pipers were 
assisted to attend and participate in these events. Genuine tradi
tional performers were engaged to give tuition to beginners and in 
this way the art of piping was passed on to a new generation with· 
out any break in the tradition. While the succession was secured, 
the pipers' clubs did not long survive the first flush of enthusiasm 
and once more it seemed that the instrument was doomed to 
extinction. Classes were started in the Municipal School of Music 
in Dublin some fifty years ago but while there were occasional 
surges of interest public reaction to the music was one of disdain 
and the near impossibility of obtaining a set of pipes, in Utne and 
easily sounded, continued to dishearten youngsters and discouraged 
them from pursuing their acquaintance with it. 

The establishment in 1968 of Na Piobairi UilIeann, the uilleann 
pipers, an association restricted to pract itioners, may well prove to 
be the facto r which ensured the survival of the pipes in Ireland. 
Founded by pipers who had ties with the first pipers' dub in 
Dublin, it possessed firm roots in the tradition and these links with 
the past were strengthened by the discovery of Ediphone cylinders 
which had recorded over seventy years previously the playing of 
pipers who were then old men. Live tuition and the slUdy of these 
o ld recordings soon resulted in a line of young pipers whose pro-
gress towards a mastery of the instrument is phenomenal. The 
rediscovery of the pipes, at an international levd, is reflected in 
the number of visitors from abroad who come to Ireland to learn 
the instrument and here again the progress made by some of these 
aspiring pipers continues to astound the older players. The 
heartening aspect of this activity is that it is rooted firm ly in 
tradition: a tradition to which the eighteenth century made a 
major contribution. 

Breandfm Brealll1lach 
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11 4. GAELIC SONG 
It is not surprising that eighteenth-century song in the Irish 
language is poorly documented. Among those who practised it or 
shared its culture it was almost entirely an oral tradition. Few 
outsiders were interested in it , and fewer still penetrated the 
barrier of language. To the people of the Ascendancy the 
melodies, or at least certain of them, were accessible; the words 
were largely discarded, leaving perhaps a trace of their subject in 
a garbled title. A small number of melodies and song-texts in 
manuscript and print and a few references in newspapers, poetry 
and travel writing constitute the only contemporary evidence on 
Gaelic song. Inference from earlier and later sources fills the 
picture only a little. And this is in the country at large; the 
position in Dublin, the chief centre of the English language, is 
even more obscure. 

But it is certain that Irish speakers were numerous in eighteenth
century Dublin. They were generally the poorest inhabitants of 
the city and congregated in two P?lrticular Irish-speaking areas, one 
behind the north quays cast of Stonybatter, the other on the 
south in the Liberties between Whitefriar Street and Thomas 
Street. Irish was also widespread in the counties surrounding the 
city - Dublin, Meath, Kildare, Wicklow - and it was largely from 
these counties that Dublin drew in its house-servants, market
people, workers in manufactories and labourers. 

There seems little reason to suppose that the styles of Gaelic 
singing heard in the city differed greatly from those of the 
neighbouring country in general. This is implied in the conser
vatism of the Gaelic song tradition, with motifs and phraseology 
of proven antiquity. It can be taken for granted that lrish-speaking 
inhabitants of Dublin sang slow songs and quick songs of varying 
degrees, that the slow songs tended to be arhythmic and the quick 
rhythmic , and that they sang them generally unaccompanied and 
generally solo. In some instances there may have been accom
paniment by harp or other instrument, duet unison singing or 
chorus unison singing; but these would not have been usual . 
T ravellers' references to the 'melancholy' of Irish singing may 
mean no more than that the slower type of song predominated in 
performance for visitors. A slightly more technical description, 
whatever its meaning, is given towards the end of the seventeenth 
century by J ohn Dun ton, an English bookseller living in Dublin, 
who took a summer ramble to Malahide: 

our Landlady was brought in 10 sing an Irish Cronaan which is so odd 
a thing that I cannot express it, being mostly perfonned in the throat, only 
now and then some miserable sounds are sent through the nose .16 
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The occasions of Gaelic singing in the city and county hardly 
differed from those of the rest of the country: convivial 
gatherings in houses and tavems, or in ale· ten ts at fairs and race
meetings. Wakes too provided an opportunity for singing. The 
l risl! Hudibras of 1689, a work set in North county Dublin, 
describes how at a wake 

~:: :~;~~:!~~~~de ~~d::::':;~.W; 
Probably people sang frequently as they went about their day's 

manual work. Petrie speaks of one o ld Du blin singer of that century 
who sang constantly as she worked at her occupation of washer
woman: Betty SkiJlin, a reformed mistress of Luke Gardiner the 
great Dublin developer who died in 1753.1

$ It is unlikely that 
street singers in the city employed Irish, unless in certain quarters, 
but Irish is possibly the language o f Matthew Concanon's singer at 
a football match between Swords and Lusk in his 1721 poem The 
match at football: 

Before them .trou, and with his thruming Song 
Uninterrupted charms the list 'ning Throng 
Old Tim _ supported by one Leg of Wood 
Yet tho' his Limbs were maim'd, his Heart was good: 
Of Hounds and FoxCI, he could Fight. rehearse, 
And sing Saint Patrick's Praise, in Splay·fool Verse, 
Whole Fighu and Sieges, to his Song couldjoyn, 
And tell Old Tale. o f Aughrum :and the Boyn. 19 

Gaelic song was also occasionally, heard in musical concerts and 
in the theatre but always as a novelty, never as something natural. 

Convivial gatherings in Irish surely took place in the South Earl 
Street house near Pimlic9 where in the first half of the eighteenth 
century the poets Scan 0 Neachtain and his son Tadhg were hosts 
to a large circle of Gaelic scribes and scholars. Dermot O'Connor 
of Limerick. the translator of Keating, was one o f the group in the 
1 720s; in a few years he would be in London editing Irish melodies 
fo r publication. Scan's own interest in music is evident from his 
most famous poem 'Rachainn fon gcoil11eat': 

lolar is piob mhor Th~ ~flgl~ with bflgpip~, 
Is fideog ag faoilean n, Th~ sellgUll with whistle, 
Seamsur ag cabhog Th~ crow with chanter 
Ag aithbheOdh' gach aoibhnis. lO Rentwing t:flchjoy . 

Some of the manuscript poems of father and son are songs with 
tunes specified: native ones such as 'To irdhealbhach 6g' (Young 
Terence), Scottish or English ones such as 'The River Tweed' or 
'Give me some spirit strong'. Ossianic poetry was well known to 
the 6 Neachtains and they must also have been' familiar with its 
traditional chant·like music. 
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'Shein sheis shuus lum' (Stretch down alongside me), the first 
Irish-language song ever printed, appeared in London in 1701 hav-
ing been learned, probably in Ireland, by John Abell, an English 
professional singer who specialised in exotic songs in many lan
guages.11 The song was stil l current in Ireland in 172\," when its If 
melody was included in the first ever collection of Irish music, 
J ohn and William Neal's Collection of the most celebrated Irish 
tunes, printed in Dublin. There are fifteen or more other song airs 
in this publication, some now forgotten ; but others - 'Plea rarkeh 
na Rourkough ' (The O'Rourkes' feast), 'Ta me ma chulla's na 
doushe mc' (I am asleep and don't wake me), 'Can duh dilish' 
(Sweet dark head) among them - still known and sung. This 
pioneering work of the Neals, the most prominent Dublin music 
publishers and mu sic impresarios of the first of the century 
(d.lI 6), set the pattern of publishers 
using Gaelic song, a pattern which 
would continue until late in to the 
next century . From such publi
cations the currency of songs can 
only be inferred from the tit les. 
Also notable in the Neals' collection 
arc the melodies by the harper 
Turlough Caroian, then aged about 
fifty-s ix. Some of these are harp 
tunes but others are song airs. from Bunting's 1840colieclicm 

Dermot O'Connor followed the NeaI pattern in h is selection of 
Irish airs in Aria di camera, largely taken from their collection and 
published by Daniel Wright ·in London c . 1730. So too did Burk 
Thumoth in his Twelve Irish and twelve S.:ottish airs (London c . 
1 745) . Thumoth had been in Dublin in the late thirties and early 
fo rties giving concert performances on trumpet and fl u te and it is 
possible that he picked up there the melodies of Irish songs 
current in the city. Or it may be that he was himself Irish and 
learned the melodies elsewhere. At any rate he included the airs 
of 'Aileen aroon' (Dear Eileen), 'Yemon 0 noek' (Eamonn of the 
hill), 'Chiling 0 guiry' (Sheila O'Guiry), 'Slaunt Ri Phulib' (A 
heal th to king Philip), 'Drimin duff' (Black druimin 'white-backed 
cow') and 'Hugar me fean' (We brought the summer with us) . 

The next collect ions with a Dublin connection which include 
song melodies are both of Carolan compositions, one published by 
Denis Connor of Christ Church Yard in 1748 (d." 2) and the 
other by J ohn Lee of Dame Street in 1778. After these there 
remains only Bunting's landmark publication of 1796 A general 
collection of ancient In·sh music. Most of the song melodies con-
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tained in it were taken from harpers at Belfast; while some few 
were taken fro m 'songsters' there is no evident Dublin connection 
other than its place of publication, and the collection th rows no 
light on the state of Gaelic song in the capital at the end of the 
century. 

But the presence of some Gaelic songs in Dublin is shown by 
the appearance of their titles as the specified airs to original texts 
in ballad operas or musical entertainments written in the city. The 
earliest of these is Charles Coffey's Beggar's wedding, printed in 
Dublin in 1729: it includes the tune specification 'ElIen a Roon', 
an indication of this song's existence almost thirty years earlier 
than its appearance in a Gaelic manuscript. In 1762 Kanc O'Hara 
used the airs of the songs 'Sheelagh na Gheiragh' and 'Drimen· 
duffh' in his Midas. J ohn O'Keeffe the Dublin dramatist made 
frequent use of Irish song airs . In his Poor soldier of 1784 for 
instance 'Ulcian and Ha Oh!' (Alas for me) is specified as well as 
a tune of unknown provenance which Sean Clarach Mac Domhnaill 
had used earlier in the century for a J acobite song 'Cormac 
Spanneach'. O'Keeffe was particularly fond of airs by Carolan. 
The prominence of Carolan pieces in the 17805 may be accounted 
for by the collection of his melodies which was published by J ohn 
Lee of Dublin in 1778 and went to four editions in the same year. 

An occasional song in Irish was heard in the Dublin theatres. 
Mrs Clive was singing 'the celebrated Song called Ellen·a·roon' in 
1741 in the Theatre Royal, and Mrs Storer 'Sheen shees agus 
surssiam a Favourite Irish Song' in Smock Alley in 1745. But the 
only actor in Dublin to specialize in songs in Irish was Robert 
Owenson who came to prominence there in the late 1770s. An 
Irish speaker, he had been born 'Mac Eoghain' in Tirawley, co. 
Mayo, in 1744. His mother, he said, had been a noted singer, and 
his grandfather had frequently entertained Carolan in his house. 
An early notice of his singing appeared in 1778 when he already 
seemed to have a developed programme: 

At the Theatre Royal , Crow Street, .. will be presented . . T HE 
COMMITTE E or T HE FAITHFUL I RISHMAN .. , In the character of Teague 
Mr Owenson will introduce some favo urite PLANGSTYS; DHRIMMINDUH , 
in English and Irish ; CHEENUGHAANE, or the IRISH CRY; and the cele, 
brated Irish song of EMHUN UH CHNUlCK, 

Other songs in his repertory were 'the original of Carolan's 
receipt for an'nking', ' Faluin veen Wehugh' (The Munster cloak), 
'Planxty Brown', and 'Ple-raca na Ruarcach '. His daughter Sidney, 
later Lady Morgan, refers to Owenson 's perfonnance of this song at 
her own christening: 

My father $3.ng first in Irish and then in English Carolan's famous song of 
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'O'Rourke's noble {east' while the chorus was sweUed by the company. 
She goes on to describe the occasion years later when Counsellor 

Lysaght heard her singing to her own harp : 
it was the Irish eron"" of Emun a Chnuic, 'Ncd of the hill'; the air was 

scarce fini,hed when he 'prang forward and scized the harpis t in his arms, 

~:~I:~ml~~:h ~~~~: :~~ ~:;ei~~~~ ?:u~:Oi~ ~ ,i~ ~~l her father's voice - none 

The melodies of several of these songs and of others which 
Owenson probably sang were published by Sidney Owenson in 
her Twelve original Hibemian melodies. London 1805. 

As for the words of Gaelic songs, these scarcely appear in print 
before the last two decades of the century. Even then they arc few 
in number and only exceptionally have their melodies. 'Aileen a 
Roon' is the earliest, found in the 1764 Dublin edition of the 
Gentleman 's and London Magazine. II also occurs in the 1776 
Channs of melody.ll Charles Henry Wilson of co. Cavan published 
in Dublin two small collections of Irish and Scottish Gaelic texts 
and translations. one of them dated 1782. Both included 'Plearaca 
na Ruarcach' (cf, 5). Th is, clearly the Gaelic song of the cen tury 
fo r Dublin at least, reappears in General Charles Vallancey's 
Grammar of the Ibemo-Celtic or Irish language (1782, 2nd edition) 
with a Carolan song and an anonymous love song. A young Dubl.in 
treasury clerk J oseph Cooper Walker published several Carolan 
texts and their melodies, with other song melodies, in h is Historical 
memoirs of the Irish bards of 1786. The work deserves notice for 
its awareness of the Gaelic song types of death lament, chanted 

IIU S H M E LO D li::S 

Ailk.e .• " () . 'hh O ~ l: " 

'~ lxf4 j I' M"a HitFO,JJ 0 ISI I le!:o oGPj 
#h:~~iiJ l~aiU&lrfrf:q'I&troo I. 
~iI J CJ iihJ·t?jJsl 'ill, 

A JOnK 1/;' from Wlllk .... ., Hislorical memoirs of the Irish balds (1786). 

heroic lay and choral work song, Three years later Charlotte 
Brookc. a collaborator of Walker, produced her Reliques of i nsh 
poetry, wh ich has versions of 'An Droidhneilll Donn' (The brov.rn 
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thorn) and 'Bean Dubh an Gleanna' (The dark woman of the glen) 
among others. Another of Walker's collaborators William Beauford 
wrote a study of Gaelic death laments in the Transactions of the 
Royal Irish Academy of 1782, purporting to give texts and 
melodies, but much of it is a work of the imagination. And one 
fragment of syllabic verse in Irish, exceptionally with a melody, 
may be found in the magazine Anthologia hibernica ( 1793-4) 
under the title 'The Dove'. 

These were all Dublin publications, like the tex tJess 1796 
collection by Edward Bunting, already mentioned, and they 
respond to the new intellectual curiosity about such things. But 
we have also reviewed an appreciable number of songs in Irish 
which were actually su ng in Dublin. They are conventionally 
European, with their two or three-strain melodies. Other forms, 
such as heroic chants, music for laments, child~en 's songs and 
perhaps work songs, must have been known as well ; but they held 
no interest fo r those who had the opportunity to record them. It 
would be left to the next century, when the Gaelic presence in the 
capital was much depleted, to preserve fro m other sources some 
of.the musical remains of an older Irish world . 

Nicho/as Caro/an 
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11 5. BALLADS, BALLAD SINGING AND BALLAD SELLING 

For the eighteenth century in general, just as for modem oral 
tradition, the term 'ballad' had a very wide range of applications 
that corresponded to a simple definition. From scrutiny of usage, 
it appears that a 'ballad' was any popular verse text conceived, as 
most popular verse texts were conceived , for singing. This defini· 
tion embraces not only the narrative songs for which the term is 
often reserved today, or the other varieties of songs in what today 
might be called 'folk idiom', but also the whole range of trivial, 
tragic, sentimental and farcical compositions of the commercial 
world, anything catchy in more or less conventional poetry, 
sung to an air which was probably less 'new' than it was often 
claimed to be. The broadsides on which 'ballads ' had been printed 
almost since printing began were aptly called ballads themselves 
(modem 'ballots' or 'ballets'), for they admitted any text answer
ing to the wide definition. They would continue down to the 
twentieth century: a European phenomenon which reached 
Ireland from Britain, an urban phenomenon in an age of public 
singing which used its 'folk song' to dynamic effect, the more so 
perhaps because it did not know the term fo lk song or seek to 
separate 'folk song' from other kinds of popular song. As a 
cultural capital of international importance, Dublin was the focus 
of ballad commerce in Ireland, and Ireland, by way of Dublin 
especially, exerted a surprising popular lyric and musical influ
ence in Britain and beyond: surprising, that is, because of the ling
uistic medium - English- and the early date. Eighteenth-century 
Dublin marked with a flourish the beginning of a tradition of 
popular Irish music practice which continues to the present. 

Contemporary documents on popular song in the eighteenth 
century turn out, when we look for them, to be abundant bu t 
disorderly. On the one hand ballad sheets and songbooks give us 
a certain range of song·texts, without their music. On the other, 
we get fro m newspapers, magazines and less ephemeral publica
tions a diversity of allusions to singing and ballad selling, ranging 
from advertisements to moral strictures by way of human stories. 
Neither the song-texts nor the comments, however, have been 
studied systematically enough to provide a broad or definitive 
picture. This sketch offers a speculative one, suggesting what was 
characteristic of eighteenth-cen tury popular song in Dublin by 
reference to some of the more interesting glimpses of it which the 
documents reveal. 

The actual history of the popular press concerns us only in· 
directly. In many ways, modem oral tradition informs us better 
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than historical documents about the reality of singing at that time. 
Orally transmitted vocal art has always been conselVative and its 
styles conditioned by basic attributes of human voice and psyche. 
It may be sunnised that modern folk song in old style, mainly 
rural today, preselVes a reasonably close replica of eighteenth
century 'domestic' vocal practice, both urban and rural. The more 
public aspects of the eighteenth-century town - singing in street, 
theatre and even tavern - are less clearly reflected today. We find 
it difficult to look back on an age in which there were those who 
condemned public singing - solo and unaccompanied for the 
most part and in any case unamplified - as one of the most 
objectionable kinds of noise pollution. And the small scale of such 
activities, which the majority viewed as entertainment, is remote 
from our popular festivals and grand revival concerts. 

As well as qualities of perfonnance, modem oral tradition has 
preserved aClUal songs. The horseracing ballad 'Skewball' is still 
sung widely in Ireland, Britain and Americai14 it was composed 
in Dublin in the early 1750s about a race at the Curragh. Many 
Irish come-all-yes about datable events would have been similarly 
disseminated in print from Dublin, though not perhaps originating 
there. Such was the favourite elopement ballad of 'Witly Reilly 
and the Colleen Bawn',H which related events of co. Sligo in 
the 1 780s, was made the subject of a novel by Carleton in the 
nineteenth and of a silent ftlm based on the novel in the early 
twentieth cen tury. Many traditional songs can, of course, be 
given neither a precise date nor a locality though their whole 
manner may proclaim age and lrishness. Those among them 
which seem older than 1800 - but would scarcely be o lder than 
about the second third of the century - deal mainly with inter
personal events, are more narrative than lyric, and rarely approach 
politics on a national scale before the 1780s. In other words, 
stories of love predominated. One which fasted in oral tradition 
into the nineteenth but not apparently the twentieth century was 
the 'U1ster Tragedy', composed perhaps in Dublin despite its title. 
It 'represents': 
a young man or good chancter senteno;ed to death about 1765 , like WilIie 
Riley the hero of a similar and better known ballad, for eloping with an 
heiress. Thr<:e companion peers, the lords Antrim, Hillsborough and 
Kildare, intere.ted themselves grcatly in procuring a pardon~ the last 
especially; and with success. The father of the lady wu 50 mortified at 
thu rc,ult that he destroyed himself by jumping in the Liffey; and wben at 
last Donald wu united with the object of hit affections, Kildare officiated u 
'best man'. u 

In contrast with the unspecified origin of this song is another 
which sulVives in th e same nineteenth-century collection: Thomas 
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Mozeen's 'Kilruddery Hunt' which began, he te lls us, on the eighth 
of December 1744 at 'Ten minutes past nine by the most of the 
clocks' and traversed most of present-day South Dublin suburbia. 
Mozeen was an actor and his song was a theatrical favourite. 27 

The ballad press of the eighteenth century itself, so far as we 
know it, gives a patchy view of song repertory, for sheets and 
songbooks are unevenly preseiVed. From a sheet dated 1626 we 
know that Dublin ballad printing began early; but 'Mount Taraghs 
Triumph' is an opaquely topical piece which can hardly have been 
sung much more than once or twice.21 • When broadsides become 
more plentiful, from the turn of the century, we still get broadly 
more of the same: topical Dublin verses aimed mOTe at the gentry 
and middle class than the lower orders, some items more singable 
than others. Around 1730 the name of 'D--n S---t' often appears, 
whether in allusions or as alleged author. But Swift himself did 

Wood', hillf,u"(l:, lib O,h" 
Ir;JIr CO;",, showN the harp 
i1'i1n t mblem 

not contribute to popular song except - in a more literary than 
musical way - by his robust translation of McGauran's 
'Plearaca na Ruarcach' (see 4). This 'municipal' tradition was 
anything but polite; it took invective and vituperation in its 
stride. It furnished intellectual diversion , if not mere tittle.tattle, 
and its leisured ambiance appears in pieces like 'The Templeogue 
Ballad ', printed in 1730 at Rathfamham in celebration of the local 
spa. 29 

Such topical ballads borrowed the language and conventions of 
older traditional songs; these. however. scarcely survive in print 
themselves from before the 1760s. Yet there was certainly an 
active oral tradition in which they flourished. The English 'J ohn 
Barleycom' was printed in Dublin about the beginning of the 
century. '0 Oliver Goldsmith repeatedly tells his readers how as a 
child in co. Longford he was 'sung into tears' by the family 
dairymaid with 'Johnny Annstrong's Last Goodnight ' or the 
'Cruelty of Barbara AlIen': old-style ballads from Britain. 31 It 
was in 1745 that Goldsmith came as a student to Dublin. where, 
according to fam iliar legend, he supported himself by writing 
songs for the ballad printers. The legend is too good to controvert, 
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A n/netuntho«ntury impreuion of (he legend of (}Qldfm/rh', 
bollod./tUlklng. from John FOtU", Ufc and limes of Oliyer 
Gold5milh . 

though scarcely confirm ed by extant texts. On the other hand, 
Goldsmith reveals acquaintance with a diversity of popular songs 
which he could well have learned in Dublin, ranging from the lugu
brious English 'Death and th e Lady' to the sprightly Irish 'Ally 
Croaker'. His repertory is plebeian, and quite consistent with the 
supposition that he had more dealings with the printers of 
Mountrath Street than as a consumer. 

The legend, of contem porary origin, specifically mentions 
Mountrath Street, where indeed ballad printing was carried on 
during the first half of the century. Editions have mostly 
vanished without trace, but a 'Weavers Lamentation' printed there 
c . 1713 shows some working-class spiri t when it prays 

God grant that the Trade may Flourish again, 
And Weaving may encnase, 
And the [Indian] Callicoes to be pull'd down, 
WewillallseegoldcnDays.n 

From Mountrath Street in 1721, to an excellent new tune, came a 
song of topical satire 'The Bank thrown down'.n On 14March 1722 
IYhalley 's Newsletter reported the bin ding-over of a Mr Fitz-gerrald 
'who keeps a Printing-House in Mountrath-Street ... for Printing 
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and Selling a Seditious Ballad for which 2 men for singing them 
with Roguish Additions arc now in Ncwgate.' And the following 
year saw a complaint against piracy of a certain speech 'learnedly 
compil'd and Publish'd 3 Months ago by the Ingenious Society 
of Ballad·Singers in Monrath-Street.' - London Postman 24 May 
1723. Whether or not this society ever existed, it is clear that 
Mountrath Street was reputed for ballads; the loss of copies is fair 
indication how easily the most ephemeral of low.grade publica
tions may perish. 

The 'Weavers' Lamentation' is in songbook fo rmat, that is, a 
single sheet folded twice to make eight pages of about six inches 
by four, the first a 'title-page' (usually with a woodcut). From the 
17605 onwards Irish song chapbooks of this kind arc common: 
com moner than broadsides and more traditional in content than 
the earlier broadsides we have no~iced. This may be due to a 
greater volume of publishing, perhaps also to greater antiquarian 
interest in the preservation of traditional songs. At any rate, the 
cheapest fonns of printed song-text continue in demand. From 
1708 we have evidence of advertising : 'John Hicks in Smoke-AJ1ey 
offers 'all sorts of the Newest Song Books and Ballads' Flying 
Post 6 J uly); and the 'Country Chap·Men' to whom he offers them 
arc evoked again, and more unusually, in a letter of 1737 from an 
U1ster emigrant to onc .'Peter Ennis of Colraine in Ireland, 
Pedlar'. Ennis, about to emigrate himself, must bring a load of 
goods including both chapbooks and ballads. The chap books may 
be got locally, but he 'must enquire in Dublin of a Printer that will 
sell the Ballads at 6d. the Quire, for Mrs. Laurence (ofColraineJ 
will not sell them se cheap.' - American Weekly Mercury 5-12 
October 1738. 

The ballad industry is a recognised social ingredient. Even the 
anti-Hibernian English bookseller J ohn Dunton is impressed in his 
Dublin scuffle (London 1699) by Dick - of Dick's Coffee House, 
where ballads were later sold - 'Dick ... has a peculiar Knack of 
Bantering, and will make Rhymes to allY thing (pp. 327-8). It is of 
interest that 'On Saturday last Blind Paddy the Ballad Singer was 
Married to a young girl about fifteen Years of age. The Supper was 
very costly.' - Harding's Impartial Newsletter 15January 1722/3, 
or, more distressfully, that a later member of the profession was 'run 
th rough by a sword from a Gentleman' (see ~ 3). Recognized by 
many as an asset, the industry was, all the same, decried by some 
as pernicious. The Dublin Weekly Journal of 17 July 1725 carries 
an authoritative article on the interferences of ballads in politics 
- 'setting the Affairs of the Nation to a Tune' - which, however, 
it regards as an abuse 'pretty much laid aside', and goes on to 
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lament the debauching influence of the 'J ingler' on apprentices 
and young serving-maids. In similar vein a later and less subtle pen 
describes 'the many extravagant ballad singers, which infest our 
streets, both night and day, singing obscene songs, that po ison the 
minds of youth , and wou nd the ears of every virtuous person pass
ing along' - Freeman's Joumal14 October 1766. 

Some more polite manifestations of song were more exempt 
from criticism, more fashionable and less traditional, but popular 
enough to excite in terest in society as a whole. From the twenties 
the craze for ballad opera began (cL 2,4) with Gay's Beggars 
opera (1 728), wh ich was played repeatedly in Dublin. In 1729 
the first Irish ballad opera, Charles Coffey's Beggar's wedding, got 
a mixed recep tion : criticized in one ballad sheet for 'spunging 
from the ballad press'. 34 Others followed making increased use 
of Irish song airs. It generally mattered little whe ther the original 
songs fro m which the airs were borrowed were in English - like 
the 'Pudreen Mare' in Henry Brooke's Jack the giant quel/er 
(1 749, banned) - or in Iri.sh: like 'Eamonn an Cnoc' in J ohn 
O'Keeffe's 'Wicklow Mountains' (1796). 

But one cannot hell? wondering whether O'Keeffe, in his Castle 
in AndalusUs (1782), rel ished a certain irony in assigning the tune 
of the extravagantly bawdy 'Rakes of Stony Batter' ('Bobbing 
J oan ') 35 to a Lady Abbess with chorus of nuns, knowing how 
meagre was the actress's real life reputation for feminine virtue . 

The ballad operas show very plainly the theatrical function of 
music in their day. A play of Shakespeare could have an entracte 
of Irish music, and texts themselves, operatic libretti for example, 
were open to all kinds of alteration aimed at accommodating a 
tenor's range or an actor's special talents. Songs were known by 
association with their stage performer, and interest in stage pres
entation could itself give rise to song. The aria 'Water parted from 
the sea' called fo rth so naturally the name of its Italian performer 
that 
The fro licsome Dublin boys used to sing about the streets to the old tune of 
'Over the Hills and far away'-

Tenducd wasa Piper's son, 
And he was in love when he was young, 
And all the tunes that he could play 
Was 'Water parted from theSay,.36 

The music publishing industry, which gained great strength 
from about the 17705 with the rise of sheet music, depended 
closely on stage and concert hall. Not content wi th reprinting 
music from London, Dublin publishers made a very substantial 
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native contribution that included many songs. The printing of the 
music, lacking from the ballad press, implies of course a special 
degree of literacy. But we need not underestimate the sharing of 
repertory between the ballad press and the music sheets. If the 
former gave no place to Tickell's pretty poem 'Colin and Lucy' 
set though it was in a kind of 'Leinster',J7 they did not turn down 
'The night before Larry was stretched' or 'The Kilmainham Minit 
[minuet]: songs of Dublin low life but of middle class origin 
which appear from c.1788 on sheets, in chapbooks, and even in 
the Roman hand of an unknown scribe writing mainly Irish in 
Gaelic script, who turns finally to 'a few of those songs which 
were quite the Ton with the elegant Inhabitants of Dublin in the 
year Onc Thousand Seven Hundred and Eighty Eight.'3! 

In the later century too the printing of song·texts in collections 
that were a cut above the ballad press increased. The Dublin 
Charms of melody published at Temple Lane in 1776 was super· 
seded by the greatly augmented Charms of Bachelors' Walk some 
two decades later. One social expression of popular song which has 
left a mark for some two centuries was the formation of 'catch 
clubs' and the like. Clubs and societies were an eighteenth·century 
reflex but the most significant organisations of the end of the 
century were political, and songs were soon reflecting the growing 
political turmoil of the time, which was both Irish and European . 
An enquiry in the Anthologw hibernica of 1793 (11 1) for a song 
of Granuaile from the t 7505 produced a text the follo\ving year 
(IV 300) which shows that the historical lady was already well 
known as a national symbol. A collection of Constitutional songs 
in 1798 marked the inception of the Orange Order, probably 
printed at Dublin. Songs demanded 'No Union!', 39 and songs 
from Belfast with seditious colouring were reprinted in Dublin: 
Paddy's Resource, or, The Harp of Erin attuned to Freedom 
(1798?). Another Dublin reprint from Belfast was the witty 
Report of the Trial of the King versus Hurdy·Gurdy in which the 
instrument is accused of producing 'a certain false, wicked, mali· 
cious and scandalous noise, clamour, sound, uproar, cussion, con· 
cussion, percussion or repercussion of the Air', the revolutionary 
'ya ira'; 'the highest crime that a Hurdy Gurdy can be guilty of'. 
Particularly interesting are the replies to interrogation of the 
principal witness ~ a French horn ~ which are all tune titles apt to 
the questions and so provide a list of current musical favourites. 
The author of the anonymous pamphlet was William Sampson.40 

Though some of the political songs had an identifiable author, 
they made, like the others of earlier date, a massive contribution 
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to musical practices which would become traditional. By the late 
eighteenth century the conventions of English popular song were 
naturalized in Ireland. Dublin, a kind of changing house. recon· 
ciled them wi th native tradi tions, Gaelic and Old English, and sent 
forth new productions whose hybrid qualities are often apparent. 
The cultural un ion, not to speak of the political one, was fruitful, 
and if the capital was not the only focus of acculturation in the 
country, it was undoubtedly the chief one. Eighteenth-century 
traditions of song have no ready line of demarcation from what 
they would become in the nineteenth. But they had certain 
qualities - naivety and exuberance in particular - which 
distinguished them. And Tom Moore and Sir J ohn Stevenson 
were already in the wings. 

Hugh Shields 
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11 6 DANCING 
When Fynes Moryson, Secretary to Lord Mount joy, writing on his 
sojourn in Ireland around 1600 declared that the Irish did not 
dance any kind of slow measures or lo fty gaUiards but omy coun
try dances he was underlining the fact that the court or society 
dances then in vogue in London were not in use among the Irish. 
Although they delighted in dancing they were contcn t, it sccms, 
with the dances of the countryside. That position obtained 
throughout the seventeenth century, during which time we come 
across specific references to some of these dances, the 'Balrudery', 
the 'Whip of Dunboyne', the 'Irish Trot', the 'Rince Fada' or Long 
Dance. 

In the sccond half of the cennlrY jigs are joined to country 
dances. In 1670 Friar Peter Walsh and his companions are rebuked 
by the Archbishop of Dublin for indulging in jigs and country 
dances at the ' Harp and Crown' in Dublin. Later Congreve. the 
dramatist, has a character in Love for love rder to the dancing 
of j igs and country dances. Except for the n'nce facia which 
survived into the present century. the other dances named did not 
long survive into the eighteenth century. The 'Whip of Dunboyne' 
is last heard of as a solo dance; it was perfonned in 1702 at the 
Drury Lane Theatre by Claxton. where it was described as an 
' Irish Humour'. The 'Irish Trot' was danced on the London stage 
by a Mrs Evans in 1704. 

The country dances, which with the aristocratic and elegant 
minuet were such a part of the social life of the city and urban 
centres during the eighteenth century. differed essentiall y from 
the dances of the countryside. They were no more than arbitrary 
combinations of figures already in use and were arranged by 
dancing-masters to match traditional tunes or pieces especiaUy 
composed for them by art musicians. These were published in slim 
volumes. usually containing twenty-four dances and designated for 
the year following that of publication. Hundreds of such volumes 
were published in London during the century. They contained a 
good deal of Irish material and we may be certain that many of 
them found their way across the Irish sea to Dublin. 

The first collection to appear in (reland was publishcd in about 
1726 by John and William Neal at Christ Church Yard, Dublin. 
Named A Choice Collection of Country Dancer, it contained over 
sixty tunes which had been, we are told. 'gathered, composed and 
corrected by many of the Best Masters of this Kingdom'. They 
were presented 'with their Proper Tunes. whereof many never 
before publish'd' and the volume could be had for 2s. 8d. An 
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example or two will suffice to illustrate the pattern. 'Yellow 
stockens' was set as follows: 

'A young Virgin of 15 years' was perfonned as follows: 

~: ~ :~n ri~~ ,,~~t~::'::tir p.lUIer1~bacl<tO*k till. ~ their O"VD p!a=: 

i!tcQ; t~k<o both Iwods"danc~ da?"'~P betwccne fC'tlpies;'II'c:o'=olf"intO l?(V_. pl~~ 
;!t.c:.!U .. dallo:.. ltJand toone.~llO:CherlalsiclI:p~'¥ _tIImbothlo 'Il"h: 

The Neals published four other collections of country dances. 
They are now known to us only through t he advertisements which 
appeared in the Dublin papers. Luckily these contained the names 
of the tunes included in the volumes advertised. It is of interest to 
note that only a handful of the tunes are native. The bulk of them, 
upwards of 300, appear to have been filched from London 
publications. 

The minuet, the aristocrat of the social dance, was at the height 
of its popularity in the middle period of the century. Unlike the 
country dances its complicated and varied pattern of steps could 
not be mastered without tuition . Advertisements from dancing
masters became a feature of the Dublin newspapers. Mr Coane, 
dancing·master to the nobility, etc., taught the plain and fancy 
minuet, as well as cotillons and country dances, at 93 Cook Street 
in 1780. Rashly, perhaps, he engaged to perfect any pupil of 
tolerable capacity in three months. 
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John O'Kecffe. the Dublin dramatist, who was born on 24 June 
174 7 in Abbey Street, tells us in his Recollections that 'every 
comedy and comic opera ended with a country dance by the 
characters, which had a charming and most exhilarating effect, 
both to the dancers and lookers on' (149) . It was an attraction 
worth noticing in publicity: 'The Elopement: or A Trip to the 
DargIe To be concluded with a Country Dance by the Characters. 
And the Governess: To be concluded with a Cotillon by the 
Characters' (1780). Q'HalIoran, the I.rish hjstorian, tells us that 

Bdon: we adopttd the French style of dancing, our public and private 
balls used always to conclude with the Rinceadh- Fada. 

The dance, of course, was also an integral parl of the stage 
performance, occurring in character with the play or being per
formed as an entrance. Slingsby and Miss Dawson performed the 
country dance and a double hornpipe in the first act of Love 
in a vilwge at its first perform ance at Crow Street in July 1763. 

In the last two decades of the century the hornpipe in its 
modem form (4/4 time) became a firm favourite as a theatrical 
dance. In musical form it is freque ntly found in manuscript 
collections simply designated 'a stage hornpipe'. Many bearing 
personal names in their titles recall famous stage performers who 
executed their steps to their own favourite tunes. Aldridge, a 
Dublin man. Fishar, Blanchard. Durang arc still remembered in 
that fash ion in current tradit ion. 

It may be mentioned here that the hornpipe and recl entered 
Irish tradition arou nd 1780. Arthur Young who travelled through 
the country in 1776-79 mentions the jig. minuet and cotillion, and 
country dance , but not the recl or hornpipe. To England wc are 
indebted for th e hornpipe form, to Scotland for th e reel form. 
'Peter Street', a favourite reel among present-day pipers, first 
appeared in print as 'A Favouri te Dance - As danced at Peter 
Street'. 

Another firm favourite in current tradition is likewise associated 
with Ashley's Theatre in Peter Stree t. 'Jackson's Morning Brush', 
now played as a double jig, was used by O'Keeffe in his JVicklow 
Mountains, or, the Lad of the hills, which was performed in that 
theatre in November 1796. Walker Jackson41 who composed the 
tune lived at Ballingarry, co. Limerick, and was described by 
O'Keeffe( 11 83) as 

a fine gentleman, of great landtd property, and a complete musician on 
the pipel ; they named him Piper J ackKIn. 

The 'Morning Brush' first appeared in the Hibernian Magazine 
(August 1778) where it is announced as 'A Favourite Country 
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Dance for the year 1778'. The directions for the dance arc 
succinct' 'Turn your partner, and 2d lady, the same with 2d man ; 
whole figure; cross over 1st couple; right and left.' This jig also 
appeared in Jackson's Celebrated Irish tunes which was published 
by Edmund Lee at no 2 Dame Street near the Royal Exchange. 
This small volume containing thirteen tunes was most likely a 
reprint of John Lee's Collection of Favourite Irish Tunes 
composed by IV. Jacksoll, Esq. which was advertised in the 
Hibernian Journal (3 March 1780). 

This collection appears to have enjoyed great popularity. It 
was published by J oseph Hill at 8 Mary Street with the 'W' of 
John Lee's title expanded wrongly to William. Hill announced 
his edition with a flourish: 

The following much admired Irish Jigs are published at the other Music 
Shops in Town (without th~ Morning Brush) and sell for Is 7d. J. Hill 
presents them comple te to h is friends for a British six-pence only. 

The minuet, gavotte, cotillion and country dances which had 
served throughout the century were under threat at its dose. 
Already the waltz had been introduced and when the quadrilles 
appeared in 1817 they totally vanquished the country dances. 
This change in public taste is reflected in the music coUections 
which were issued annually. From around 1820 onwards 
traditional tunes find no place in these volumes. 

Brealllum Breathnach 
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